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We examine the symmetry-breaking effect of fixed constellations of particles on the surface-directed spinodal
decomposition of binary blends in the presence of particles whose surfaces have a preferential affinity for one of
the components. Our phase-field simulations indicate that the phase separation morphology in the presence of
particle arrays can be tuned to have a continuous, droplet, lamellar, or hybrid morphology depending on the in-
terparticle spacing, blend composition, and time. In particular, when the interparticle spacing is large compared
to the spinodal wavelength, a transient target pattern composed of alternate rings of preferred and non-preferred
phases emerge at early times, tending to adopt the symmetry of the particle configuration. We reveal that such
target patterns stabilize for certain characteristic length, time, and composition scales characteristic of the pure
phase separating mixture. To illustrate the general range of phenomena exhibited by mixture-particle systems,
we simulate the effects of single-particle, multi-particle, and cluster-particle systems having multiple geometri-
cal configurations of the particle characteristic of pattern substrates on phase separation. Our simulations show
that tailoring the particle configuration, or substrate pattern configuration, a relative fluid-particle composition
should allow the desirable control of the phase separation morphology as in block copolymer materials, but
where the scales accessible to this approach of organizing phase-separated fluids usually are significantly larger.
Limited experiments confirm the trends observed in our simulations, which should provide some guidance in
engineering patterned blend and other mixtures of technological interest.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Phase separation via spinodal decomposition in metallic or polymeric mixtures generates complex morphologies of practical
interest [1, 2]. Micro- to nano-sized filler particles at finite loadings are often added in these mixtures to improve the process-
ability and properties of the material [1, 2]. Several factors, such as the geometry, size, and the concentration of the particles, are
found to affect the phase separation morphology. However, there is a limited understanding of how particles, or lithographically
etched relief patterns on films on supporting substrates, can be used to engineer the phase separation morphology and, in turn,
tailor the properties of the blend composites and thin films.
The potential technological relevance of the resulting morphologies studied in the present work can be realized by analogy to
many applications undergoing development for block copolymer materials, where regular polymer composition modulations in
space at the nanoscale are created by controlling chemical compositional variations using polymer molecules [3, 4]. Depending
on the chemical nature and sizes of the component polymers, block copolymer can phase separate into different morphologies,
such as spherical, cylindrical, gyroid, and lamella [5–7], which have excited interest in a myriad of engineering applications.
For example, spherical and cylindrical morphologies have potential applications in bit-patterned media [8, 9], membranes [10],
nanowires [11], polarizers [12] etc., gyroids have applications for ion conduction channels [13], whereas lamellar structures are
potential candidates for nanolithography [14], dielectric capacitors [15], filtration, and electrolytes in energy storage devices [16,
17]. While patterns of these kinds on the scale of nanometers are often desirable, we envision that facile creation of patterns of
tunable structures at somewhat larger scales should also be useful, motivating the present work exploring the use of organized
patterns of particles to organize the morphology of the phase separating polymer species for the many of the same type of
applications now considered for block copolymer materials.
It is well-understood that the phase separation morphology depends on the mixture composition [18–25]. For a critical
50:50 volume mixture, the phase separation results in a bicontinuous morphology. For off-critical binary mixtures, the resultant
morphology depends on the component phase fractions. It is often observed that the majority phase is continuous, and the
minority phase forms isolated domains or droplets. When particles are added to a binary mixture, it introduces several new
effects on bulk phase separation via (a) particle configuration, (b) interparticle spacing, (c) particle-matrix interaction, (d) particle
geometry, (e) particle mobility, and (f) particle concentration. Even the presence of immobile particles in simulations and
experiments on thin films and polymer blends has resulted in specific phase separation morphologies [26–28]. The presence of
fixed particles that provide a symmetry breaking perturbation of the phase separation process serves as a “template” around which
the phase separation morphology organizes to a greater or lesser degree of faithfulness to the original particle pattern. We mention
several examples where this method has been applied experimentally in the case of polymer blends cast on chemically-patterned
substrates [29–32]. Our simulations below are for mixtures in two dimensions and can be expected to apply qualitatively to
these thin films with surface patterns and perhaps more appropriately to thin blend films with lithographically arrayed patterns
or organized particle arrays on surfaces. As a first approximation, we work with immobile particles with spherical geometry in
the present study. The magnitude of the interaction between particles and component phases is tailored such that the particle
favors one of the phases to surround it, leading to surface-directed spinodal decomposition (SDSD) [18, 33, 34].
The microstructure evolution during SDSD of mixture A:B:C can be rationalized as follows. The matrix A:B phase separates
to A-rich α and B-rich β phases in the presence of C-rich γ particles. At early times, the morphology of the phases evolves as
alternate concentric α and β rings around the γ particles. This is referred to as a “target” pattern [22, 35–38]. Such patterns have
been observed experimentally in metallic [22, 39], polymer [26], and metallic glass [38] mixtures. At later times, after phase
separation adjacent to particles, the transient target morphology dissolves due to the coarsening process, and a continuous,
transition, or droplet morphology prevails in the matrix.
The particle distribution and concentration can potentially be exploited for controlling SDSD morphologies. For instance, it
is natural to ask how the target morphology, which is transient in nature, can be stabilized, given its utility in many industrial
applications. One possibility that was often explored in measurements is to influence the SDSD morphology by dissolving the
filler particles in the mixture. This is equivalent to the effects of randomly distributed particles on SDSD that are relatively
well-explored [27, 28, 40, 41]. In these systems, no target pattern survived past early phase separation times, and the subsequent
phase coarsening led to bicontinuous, transition, or droplet domains with particles pinned either in the continuous or droplet
phase or along the phase boundary, depending primarily on the thermodynamic forces such as phase boundary energy. Since
particle separation can not be controlled in these systems, hence the resultant morphologies can not be specified. In a wide range
of practical applications, however, filler particles are distributed periodically or in the form of ordered clusters [42, 43]. These
systems are characteristic of pattern substrates that could potentially influence SDSD for obtaining specified morphologies.
Phase separation on such particle substrates remains unstudied. Also, the effects of a wide range of particle loadings on SDSD
morphologies have not been systematically investigated before.
Spinodal decomposition occurs through the interference of composition waves emanating from the bulk phases, introducing
a length scale during phase separation [44, 45]. During SDSD, the presence of particles at finite volume fractions introduces
another length scale, i.e., the interparticle spacing (λ ). The rationale behind this work is to explore different regimes of λ
compared to the spinodal length scale (λsp) that affect the formation and stability of target morphologies in critical and off-
critical mixtures. We focus on two different particle systems: one in which the particles are dispersed periodically, and the other
3in which the particles are ordered within a cluster. Such patterned systems allow us to explore the length and time scales for
which, for example, the transient target patterns can be stabilized, and thus provide guidelines for obtaining materials with a
specified morphology.
Numerical simulations of phase separation in ternary (A:B:C) mixtures have taken several approaches, including Cahn-
Hilliard-type [26, 46–51], molecular dynamics [52, 53], Monte Carlo [54], lattice Boltzmann [28], and others [27, 55, 56].
In this paper, we characterize the ternary mixture, which consists of particles (C) embedded in a matrix (A:B), through a Cahn-
Hilliard-based phase-field model, as described in Sec. II A. The results on particle configurations on phase separating mixtures
are elaborated in Sec. III. The results are discussed in Sec. IV, and a summary of this work is given in Sec. V.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
Simulations of particle effects on SDSD have mostly taken binary Cahn-Hilliard-type approaches with a surface interaction
term at the particle-matrix interfaces [24, 26, 27, 36, 57]. The implementation of such an extra set of boundary conditions on the
particle surface to realize SDSD is quite arduous. In our work, we treat particles as the C-rich phase that coexists with the binary
A:B matrix so that a study of the effects of general interface properties between particle and matrix phases such as curvature-
driven coarsening (Ostwald ripening) becomes possible. In our model, we can assign distinct energy to each interface to tailor
particle effects on SDSD, which avoids the implementation of any additional interaction terms at particle-matrix interfaces
and allows us to straightforwardly extend our work to probe the generic mechanisms for real ternary systems in terms of the
morphological patterns and the sequence of phase transformations.
Arguably, the treatment of the particles as a phase is appropriate when the particles are “small”, comparable to the inherent
scale of phase separation, and this is the situation that is probably of greatest interest in applications of our simulations. Our
choice of modeling is also advantageous in that it obviates the need to specify the parameters describing the polymer-particle
interaction, where instead, such interaction is described by an interaction familiar from the phase-field modeling of phase-
separating mixtures. Besides, we should admit some idealizations in our modeling. In particular, our simulations are confined
to two dimensions and do not include hydrodynamic interaction effects, which preclude the modeling of phase separation in its
late stage [36, 58].
A. Ternary Phase-Field Model
The phase-field model is a diffuse-interface approach that accurately describes the physics of phase separation with a minimum
of computational effort (for reviews, see Refs. [59–61]). We have used a ternary phase-field model to study the dynamics of phase
separation in a three-component three-phase setting that was developed and validated in Refs. [48, 50, 62, 63]. In particular, this
model was used in Refs. [48, 62] to study the interface effects during phase separation of ternary polymer mixtures. Here we
present the main features of the model; see Appendix A and Refs. [50, 62, 63] for further details.
We consider that i = 3 components, A, B, and C, with their respective local volume fractions ci (cA, cB, and cC) make up the
system such that
cA+ cB+ cC = 1. (1)
We use a dimensionless Cahn-Hilliard [44] based ternary free energy functional [51, 64] that describes the evolution of a three-
component, three-phase system (i.e., A-rich α , B-rich β , and C-rich γ) following the leading order expansion,
F = NV
∫
V
f (cA,cB,cC)+∑
i
κi (∇ci)2 dV, (2)
where NV is the number of molecules per unit volume V , f (ci) is the bulk homogeneous free energy, and κi(∇ci)2 is the gradient
energy with κi the coefficients. The form of f (ci) is approximated using the regular solution model [65] given by,
f (cA,cB,cC) =
1
2∑i6= j
χi jcic j +∑
i
ci lnci, (3)
where χi j is pairwise interaction energy between the coexisting phases. Since ∑ci is conserved, the temporal evolution of the
components follows the continuity equation:
∂ci
∂ t
=−∇ · J¯i. (4)
4The net flux of the components, J¯i, is approximated using mobility M and chemical potential µ (see Appendix A for details),
J¯A =−MAA(∇µA−∇µC)+MAB(∇µB−∇µC) and
J¯B =−MBB(∇µB−∇µC)+MAB(∇µA−∇µC). (5)
The effective mobilities are expressed by
MAA = (1− cA)2 MA+ c2A (MB+MC) ,
MBB = (1− cB)2 MB+ c2B (MA+MC) , and
MAB = MBA = (1− cA)cBMA+ cA (1− cB)MB− cAcBMC. (6)
Applying the Euler-Lagrange variational derivative [66, 67] of Eq. (2), we obtain µi in Eq. (5). Finally, the following nonlinear
equations of motion simulate the time (t) evolution of the components:
∂cA
∂ t
= MAA
[
∇2 (∂ f/∂cA)−2(κA+κC)∇4cA−2κC∇4cB
]
−MAB
[
∇2 (∂ f/∂cB)−2(κB+κC)∇4cB−2κC∇4cA
]
, and (7)
∂cB
∂ t
= MBB
[
∇2 (∂ f/∂cB)−2(κB+κC)∇4cB−2κC∇4cA
]
−MAB
[
∇2 (∂ f/∂cA)−2(κA+κC)∇4cA−2κC∇4cB
]
. (8)
B. Simulation Details
Phase-field simulations were carried out solving Eqs. (7) and (8) on a 512 × 512 lattice, using the semi-implicit Fourier
spectral method [68]. A dimensionless mesh spacing of ∆x = ∆y = 0.5 and a discrete Euler time step of ∆t = 0.0025 were used
in all simulations. The periodic boundary condition was applied in all directions.
The particle effect on spinodal decomposition is governed mainly through the magnitude of interfacial (σi j) energy between
the particle j and matrix phases i = A-rich α and B-rich β , and interparticle distance λ . The values of σi j between coexisting
phases were determined using the simulations of equilibrium composition profile (across a flat interface between phases) for the
values of χi j and κi, following Refs. [48, 63].
The values of χi j, κi, and σi j used in the present work are given in Table. I. For the present values of χi j, A:B matrix phase
separates spontaneously to product A-rich α and B-rich β phases. Also, the values of interfacial energy are such that (i.e.,
σαγ < σβγ ), γ particles always prefer the A-rich α to surround it. Such a selective preference of α about the particle is referred
to as “wetting.” Note that the magnitude of the “quench” from the one-phase region to the two-phase region of the spinodal phase
diagram is given by χAB/χc, where χc = 2 is the critical value beyond of which A:B mixture spinodally decomposes [1, 2]. Since
χi j ∝ 1/T , our simulations correspond to T/Tc = 0.8, where T is the quench (or final) temperature and Tc the critical temperature.
TABLE I. The χi j, κi, and σi j parameters used in simulations.
χAB χBC χAC κA κB κC σαβ σβγ σαγ
2.5 5.0 3.5 2.0 6.0 6.0 0.23 1.22 0.76
Phase-field simulations began with a specified distribution of γ particles with a finite interparticle distance λ within the A:B
matrix. The particles were spherical in shape and were present in square or rectangular arrays with finite loadings within the
matrix. Depending on λ , the particle loading varied between 2 % and 20 % in our simulations. Dimensionless particle radii of
R = 8 and R = 16 units were used in simulations. Particles were small enough for the persistence of the composition pattern
around them.
For the set of χi j values in Table I, we have calculated the equilibrium composition of the particle and mixture phases in the
A:B:C ternary system (see Appendix B). The equilibrium compositions are presented in a typical ternary composition diagram
in Fig. 1. In this work, we have embedded γ particles in the matrix with a composition that is in phase equilibrium with a binary
α-β mixture. This approach allows the particles to remain stable without appreciable composition changes during the course of
our simulations. The particle composition or the equilibrium composition of the γ-phase is given by (cA, cB, cC) = (0.035, 0.008,
0.957). We ignored the role of interface curvature in our calculations of equilibrium particle composition [65]; therefore, small
but negligible differences in the particle profile (e.g., composition, radius) may occur during temporal evolution. However, such
effects do not alter the general observations in terms of particle effects on the morphological patterns and the sequence of phase
transformations.
5The matrix composition needs to be chosen judiciously, i.e., above the α+β tie line within the three-phase region (Fig. 1) so
that particles do not dissolve. Therefore, some amount of cC is required in the matrix. A high composition of cC would imply
the coarsening of C-rich particles. Thus, the matrix composition should be selected just above the α+β two-phase region with
a minimal amount of cC such that particles neither dissolve nor do they coarsen appreciably. Our simulated matrix compositions
limit the coarsening of the particles and the composition changes in the particle below 2 %. Particle coarsening can be restricted
further by using a matrix composition that is even closer to the α +β tie line but within the three-phase region as long as the
particle does not dissolve; however, it does not alter the general observations of particle effects on composition patterns in our
work.
The matrix composition was chosen according to the “effective binary” mixture studied, critical or off-critical. Unless oth-
erwise specified, the matrix composition was chosen as (cA, cB, cC) = (0.475, 0.475, 0.05) for A50B50 critical mixture. This
matrix composition phase separates with steady-state compositions of α and β phases close to the estimated equilibrium values.
Corresponding to the above critical matrix composition, two off-critical mixtures were also simulated, A60B40 and A40B60, with
respective initial compositions of (cA, cB, cC) = (0.57, 0.38, 0.05) and (cA, cB, cC) = (0.38, 0.57, 0.05). A small, random noise of
± 0.005 was added to the matrix composition at the start of our simulations for the phase separation of A:B to begin.
Finally, we model a test case where C-rich particles are immobile in the phase-separating A:B matrix. Substituting MC = 0
and using the matrix composition (cA, cB, cC) in Eq. (6), we obtain the effective mobilities for which the mobility of particles
becomes zero. The scaled mobilities used in our simulations for A50B50 mixture are given by: MAA =MBB = 1.0 and MAB = 0.995
for which the determinant of the mobility matrix (MAAMBB−M2AB) remains positive definite [48, 63].
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FIG. 1. An isothermal section of the ternary phase diagram is estimated using the χi j values in Table I (Appendix B). The Gibbs triangle
contains three single-phase (A-rich α , B-rich β , C-rich γ) regions, three binary (α + β , α + γ , β + γ) spinodal regions, and one ternary
(α+β + γ) spinodal region. We work within the ternary spinodal region, with typical blend compositions simulated are given by (cA, cB, cC)
= (0.57, 0.38, 0.05), (0.475, 0.475, 0.05), and (0.38, 0.57, 0.05). These compositions correspond to binary mixtures of A60B40, A50B50, and
A40B60, which are simulated in a matrix of pre-existing particles represented by the equilibrium composition of the γ phase (cA, cB, cC = 0.035,
0.008, 0.957). In our ternary simulation setting, the binary mixtures phase separate to α and β phases (instability directions) in the presence
of immobile γ particles.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Single-Particle Effects in a Critical Blend
1. General Remarks
We begin with the simulations of single-particle effects on SDSD in a critical blend. Due to the selective preference, at first, a
thin layer of A-rich α forms as a ring around the particle. This results in a depletion of A in the immediate vicinity of α , leading
to the formation of a β ring around α . Such alternate concentric rings of α (preferred phase) and β (non-preferred phase) around
the particle are referred to as the target pattern (Fig. 2a). The target pattern is illustrated using the alternate concentration profiles
of the rings in Fig. 2b. The number and thickness of the rings in such patterns depend on the magnitude of relative interfacial
energy (σi j) between coexisting phases. Such target pattern formation during SDSD was nicely realized in experiments on
6solid metallic mixtures by Aichmayer et al. [39] and experiments and simulations on particle-filled polymer blends by Karim et
al. [22] and Lee et al. [26]
Followed by phase separation at early times, the phase inversion process takes place within the target pattern around the
particle surface. Phase inversion is a curvature-driven coarsening process. Due to the Gibbs-Thomson effect [65, 69], solute
concentration in the matrix adjacent to each target ring increases as the radius of curvature decreases. The resultant concentration
gradient in the target pattern leads to solute diffusion in the direction of the target ring (of the same phase) having the largest
radius of curvature away from the smallest. As a result, the inner α ring in the target pattern shrinks and eventually disappears
from the particle surface, exposing the next β ring to surround the particle (Figs. 2c, 2d). We are not aware of any in-situ
experimental measurement of transient phase inversion in blends that alters the sequence of phases in the target pattern. However,
in related measurements, long-time instability of target patterns around particles in chemically patterned substrates [22, 26] and
particle-induced composition changes affecting the sequence of morphologies during phase inversion in polymer blend films
have been observed [41, 70].
At late times, surrounding the target pattern, phase separation takes place in the bulk region followed by phase coarsening
in the matrix. This results in continuous α and noncontinuous β in the form of “background” spinodal pattern (Fig. 2c).
However, for the simulated matrix composition that is symmetric both in A and B (i.e., A50B50), a bicontinuous morphology
is quite common in experiments and simulations [18, 21–25]. The general tendency of symmetry-breaking in bulk (i.e., bi-
continuity) is due to the presence of the particle and its selective preference for α , noting that, symmetric blend either without
particles or with particles but no preference for both α and β always exhibits a bicontinuous microstructure typical of spinodal
decomposition [40]. Therefore, the formation of noncontinuous β in a symmetric matrix is, by all means, a particle effect. It
is the phase with preferential affinity to the particle forms a continuous structure as the non-preferred phase tends to become
noncontinuous. We explore later in Sec. III B that by changing the volume fraction of the particle in multi-particle systems, we
can control the apparent symmetry of the composition, namely, whether the final pattern becomes continuous or isolated.
2. Size Effects
As a reference, we performed preliminary calculations on the effects of particle size on target and bulk spinodal patterns.
Although not shown here, the finite size of the filler particle does not affect the steady-state thickness of the wetting layer
surrounding it. However, particle size somewhat affects the duration of the transient target pattern. This is illustrated with
simulations of different particle radii in Fig. 3. At t = 1500, the α ring (next to particle surface) in the target pattern disappears
at the end of the phase inversion process in small-particle simulations (Fig. 3a), while α is still undergoing phase inversion in
large-particle simulations (Fig. 3b) that eventually dissolves at a later time (t = 2000). However, the size effect is limited in the
late stages (t = 3000) when the scale of phase separation exceeds the size of the filler particle (compare Figs. 2c, 3c). The size
effects mentioned above are likely universal in particle-filled blends [71], irrespective of simulation settings such as particle size,
particle shape, and their distribution.
3. Domain Growth
Domain formation and growth in the target pattern are characterized using circularly-averaged structure function [68, 72]
Si(k, t) of component i given by,
Si(k, t) =
1
N
〈c∗i (k, t)ci(k, t)〉 , (9)
where N is the lattice size and k the magnitude of the wave vector k. The profiles of Si(k, t) compare to the power spectrum
analysis of the measurement data obtained from related scattering experiments [22]. Figure 3d shows the evolution of SA over
time. The length scale of the target pattern is given by the tiny peak of the curve at t = 200; this is a reference time when only
the target pattern exists with no phase separation in bulk (Fig. 2a). At later times, spinodal decomposition occurs in bulk, and
the scale of the resultant pattern grows with time. When the length scale of bulk exceeds that of the target pattern, the innermost
α ring in the target pattern begins to shrink and eventually disappear (Fig. 3a) while the background continues to coarsen over
time to realize Figs. 2c, 3c. The net effect of particle size on domain dynamics increasingly becomes negligible as time lapses
(Fig. 3d). Henceforth, we limit our simulations with R = 8 units.
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FIG. 2. (a) At early times, the target pattern forms around the particle with R = 8 units. (b) The alternate concentration profile across the
γ-particle (in Fig. 2a) is shown. (c) At later times, the background spinodal pattern reigns far away from the particle. (d) The concentration
profile across the γ-particle (in Fig. 2c) is shown. In Figs. 2a and 2c, α , β , and γ are illustrated by white, light gray, and dark gray, respectively.
The initial matrix composition is (cA, cB, cC) = (0.48, 0.48, 0.04) and the γ-particle composition is (cA, cB, cC) = (0.035, 0.008, 0.957).
(a) R = 8, t = 1500 (b) R = 16, t = 1500 (c) R = 16, t = 3000
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FIG. 3. The target and bulk spinodal patterns develop around the particle with (a) R = 8 units and (b, c) R = 16 units. The α , β , and γ are
illustrated by white, light gray, and dark gray, respectively. (d) The length scale of the spinodal pattern at different times is shown for both
particle radii.
B. Multi-Particle Systems
1. Particle Effects in a Critical Blend
Technological applications often involve multi-particle systems with particles distributed in specific configurations. A periodic
template of particles that are arranged symmetrically with a periodicity λ in a homogeneous A50B50 matrix is simulated. The
matrix phase separates to A-rich α and B-rich β microdomains, the distribution and size of which depend on λ . The value of λ
is varied in our simulations, which correspond to low-λ (λ = 32,48), intermediate-λ (λ = 64), and high-λ (λ = 96) systems,
when compared to the spinodal wavelength involved in these systems. The rationale behind using these values of λ will be
explained later in the text. We note that λ can be construed as particle loading in our simulations. The values of λ = 32, 48,
64, and 96 correspond to respective particle loadings of ≈ 20 %, 9 %, 5 %, and 2 %. The particle fraction in each simulation
remains nearly constant because particles are rendered immobile following Sec. II B.
In low-λ systems, the mixture A50B50 rapidly phase separates to irregular microdomains of α (with the particles inside them)
in continuous β (Fig. 4a) or irregular domains of β staggered between γ particle arrays in continuous α (Fig. 4b). The growth of
β in these systems is guided by the circular particles, blocking the local β -composition waves. The energy minimizing shapes
of β in low-λ systems are due to the area constraint within and around the particle arrays. In intermediate-λ systems, the
target pattern around each particle disappears, forming a typical transition pattern (Fig. 4c). With the increasing value of λ , the
diffusion of species will be of long-range, leading to enhanced phase coarsening compared to that of in low-λ systems.
Pattern evolution is significantly different in high-λ systems (Fig. 4d). Due to the large value of λ , many alternate rings of α
and β form around each particle at early times. This is followed by curvature-driven coarsening at later times. Due to the Gibbs-
Thomson effect [65], the ring with the smallest radius of curvature, i.e., α ring, shrinks and eventually disappears, bringing the
β ring next to the particle surface. Although not shown here, the outermost β ring in the target pattern with many rings always
breaks and then reconnects to the background phase separation at later times. Qualitatively, the SDSD pattern, in particular the
target morphology, remains similar with increasing λ or decreasing particle fraction. This is illustrated by the simulation with
8λ = 128 and particle loading ≈ 1 % (Fig. 4e). Henceforth, we limit our simulations up to λ = 96.
(a) λ = 32 (b) λ = 48 (c) λ = 64 (d) λ = 96 (e) λ = 128
FIG. 4. A50B50: SDSD microstructures that form in a critical blend in the presence of symmetric distribution of particles with varying λ : (a)
λ = 32 (b) λ = 48 (c) λ = 64 (d) λ = 96 (e) λ = 128 are presented. All lengths are in grid units. The snapshots correspond to the dimensionless
times (a) t = 10000 and (b, c, d, e) t = 4000. The α , β , and γ phases are illustrated by white, light gray, and dark gray, respectively.
Next, SDSD patterns are simulated with asymmetric arrangement of particles (Fig. 5). In low-λ systems, the matrix phase
separates to either irregular-shaped (Fig. 5a) or lamella-like (Figs. 5b, 5c) α and β microdomains. The γ particles are confined
within the α domains due to the low σαγ . On average, the width of the α domains is of the same order with the particle size,
while β domains are relatively thinner. Depending on λ , the morphology of these domains ranges between straight and wavy
lamella.
In high-λ asymmetric particle systems (Fig. 5d), SDSD patterns are similar to those of symmetric particle systems, starting
with the formation of the target pattern followed by phase inversion, which dissolves the α rings to develop the continuous phase
and β rings to surround the particle surface.
(a) λ = 32 (b) λ = 48 (c) λ = 64 (d) λ = 96
FIG. 5. A50B50: SDSD microstructures that form in a critical blend in the presence of asymmetric distribution of particles with varying λ : (a)
λ = 32 (b) λ = 48 (c) λ = 64 (d) λ = 96 are presented. All lengths are in grid units. The snapshots correspond to the dimensionless times (a)
t = 10000 and (b, c, d) t = 4000. The α , β , and γ phases are illustrated by white, light gray, and dark gray, respectively.
2. Particle Effects in Off-Critical Blends
Two off-critical blends are studied: A40B60 and A60B40. In A40B60, the minority component A is attracted to the particle
surface. In the low- and intermediate-λ systems, the majority β forms the continuous phase while α develops as a thin network
(Fig. 6a), broken lamellae (Fig. 6b), and target rings (Fig. 6c). Such low-λ morphologies are significantly different to that of
the critical blend (Fig. 4b) because σαγ < σβγ . In high-λ systems, the majority β is the continuous phase with a layer of α
surrounds each particle in the long-time limit (Fig. 6d), in contrast to a critical blend (Fig. 4d).
In A60B40, the majority A is attracted to the particle surface. As a result, SDSD morphologies are completely different
compared to A50B50 and A40B60 (Fig. 7). In low-λ systems, the minority β droplets form as staggered (Fig. 7b) and inline
(Fig. 7c) arrays in between particles in a continuous α . In high-λ systems, unlike to that of other blends, no β rings survive
as they partially engulf the particles (Fig. 7d) at early to intermediate times. Such a partial wetting [73, 74] scenario seemingly
possible due to σαβ +σβγ > σαγ (Table I); however, over time, β tends to break up into spherical droplets and drifts away from
the particle surface for interface energy minimization (Fig. 7e).
The SDSD in off-critical blends but with an asymmetric distribution of particles remains similar. In A40B60, the lamella-like
microdomains in low-λ systems (Fig. 8b) transform to the target pattern in intermediate- and high-λ systems (Figs. 8c, 8d). In
9(a) λ = 32 (b) λ = 48 (c) λ = 64 (d) λ = 96
FIG. 6. A40B60: SDSD microstructures that form in the presence of symmetric distribution of particles with varying λ : (a) λ = 32 (b) λ = 48
(c) λ = 64 (d) λ = 96 are presented. All lengths are in grid units. The snapshots correspond to the dimensionless times (a) t = 10000 and (b,
c, d) t = 4000. The α , β , and γ phases are illustrated by white, light gray, and dark gray, respectively.
(a) λ = 32 (b) λ = 48 (c) λ = 64 (d) λ = 96 (e) λ = 96
FIG. 7. A60B40: SDSD microstructures that form in the presence of symmetric distribution of particles with varying λ : (a) λ = 32 (b) λ = 48
(c) λ = 64 (d) λ = 96 are presented. All lengths are in grid units. The snapshots correspond to the dimensionless times (a) t = 10000, (b, c, d)
t = 4000, and (e) t = 10000. The α , β , and γ phases are illustrated by white, light gray, and dark gray, respectively.
these target morphologies, the α ring survives around each particle in the long-time limit, and β forms the continuous matrix.
Also, the wetting layer of α tends to form an interconnected structure so that particles are essentially bridged by it (Fig. 8d). In
A60B40, no target pattern survives as the β droplets are prevalent in continuous α (Fig. 9). Although not shown here, similar to
Fig. 7e, β also forms droplets in Fig. 9d at very late times. The length scale and shape of β droplets are dictated by the size of
the particle and the value of λ .
(a) λ = 32 (b) λ = 48 (c) λ = 64 (d) λ = 96
FIG. 8. A40B60: SDSD microstructures that form in the presence of asymmetric distribution of particles with varying λ : (a) λ = 32 (b) λ = 48
(c) λ = 64 (d) λ = 96 are presented. All lengths are in grid units. The snapshots correspond to the dimensionless times (a) t = 10000, (b, c)
t = 4000, and (d) t = 7500. The α , β , and γ phases are illustrated by white, light gray, and dark gray, respectively.
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(a) λ = 32 (b) λ = 48 (c) λ = 64 (d) λ = 96
FIG. 9. A60B40: SDSD microstructures that form in the presence of asymmetric distribution of particles with varying λ : (a) λ = 32 (b) λ = 48
(c) λ = 64 (d) λ = 96 are presented. All lengths are in grid units. The snapshots correspond to the dimensionless times (a) t = 10000 and (b,
c, d) t = 4000. The α , β , and γ phases are illustrated by white, light gray, and dark gray, respectively.
3. Stability of Target Patterns
Referring to SDSD morphologies in high-λ systems, it is evident that the physical mechanism of the formation and kinetics of
the target pattern remains equivalent, irrespective of the particle arrangement in the matrix. Since the SDSD morphologies in our
simulations are diffusion-controlled, we aim to explore the characteristic length, time, and composition measures to determine
the stability of such patterns in critical blends.
Spinodal decomposition occurs via amplification of the composition waves originating from involved phases with the critical
wavelength [45]:
λsp ≈
√
8pi2(κi+κ j)
−∂ 2 f/∂c2 . (10)
Since we work on the spinodal decomposition of mixture A:B, the above expression results in a dimensionless scale λsp ≈ 31.
In our simulations, we varied λ on multiples of λsp to explore its effect on SDSD. Therefore, our results can be represented as a
function of the dimensionless ratio of λ/λsp. The critical value of λ that stabilizes the target pattern, including either the α or β
ring or the both, happens to be at least ≈ 3λsp. Note that the critical value of λ/λsp will vary for arbitrary material parameters
(e.g., σi j) and process conditions (e.g., χi j).
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FIG. 10. (a) The composition profile of B (cB) across the alternate α and β rings in the target pattern is illustrated from Fig. 4d. (b) At early
times, the metric of maximum composition of B in β within the target pattern increases as the phase separation progresses. A steady state is
reached when the target pattern formation is complete, signifying the time scale for the onset of the subsequent coarsening process as the α
ring at the particle surface begins to shrink (indicated by the vertical line). (c) The thickness δ (scaled by the particle size R) of α and β layers
in the target pattern varies with time.
The characteristic time and composition scales are determined following the alternate composition profiles developed due to
concentric α and β layers around each particle (Fig. 10a). Due to the coarsening process at later times, the species of α at the
particle surface continues to decrease until it disappears from the target pattern. Such a phase inversion process that brings the
non-preferred β to the particle surface dictates the characteristic composition for which the target pattern remains stable. This
critical composition csp can be determined following the rule of mixture: csp =Vαcα +Vβ cβ , where V is the volume fraction of
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the mixture components, and c is the local equilibrium composition of the phases estimated at a particular quench temperature
in the two-phase region of the spinodal phase diagram. In Fig. 10a, which corresponds to the SDSD morphology in Fig. 4d, the
representative values are given by Vα =Vβ = 0.5, cα = 0.76, and cβ = 0.2, yielding csp = 0.48.
A characteristic time scale for the growth of spinodal wavelength λsp can be approximated by the relation [45]:
τsp ≈ 4(κi+κ j)|∂ 2 f/∂c2|2 Mi j csp . (11)
The physical interpretation of τsp is the time needed for the diffusion of species across the distance λsp divided by the thermo-
dynamic driving force, which is on the order of T/Tc (refer to Sec. II B). Substituting the parameter values for a critical blend
approximates dimensionless τsp ≈ 80. In Fig. 10b, the time when the target pattern begins to form is given by t/τsp ≈ 1. Fol-
lowing this, the species of β continues to build up around particles before reaching the local equilibrium (denoted as a vertical
line in Fig. 10b). The coarsening of the bulk phases begins around t/τsp ≈ 6, beyond of which phase inversion occurs within the
target pattern, altering the sequence of phases around particles. Phase inversion is further illustrated by plotting the thickness
of the wetting layer (δ ) in the target pattern (Fig. 10c). The preferred α-layer rapidly grows at early times before reaching a
plateau and finally disappearing (i.e., δα = 0) from the particle surface due to coarsening. As a result, β accumulates around the
particles and becomes thicker with time before reaching a plateau with a fixed δβ . This β -layer of thickness δβ persists in the
target pattern beyond t/τsp > 50 and λ/λsp ≥ 3 limits, while α forms the continuous phase (Figs. 4d, 5d). The plot of δ vs. t
compares excellently with related experimental measurements reported in Refs. [39, 75].
C. Finite Particle Clusters in Phase-Separating Mixtures
The SDSD around a cluster of particles (γ) should be relevant to many industrial applications, including thin films and
polymer blends [8, 43]. The presence of filler particles in the form of a connected network could potentially interfere with the
target pattern induced by isolated filler particles, depending on the separation between them. This interference may control the
phase separation morphology as it results in the confinement of regions of preferred and non-preferred phases in and around the
particle network. In such cluster-particle systems, the key parameters that control phase separation and the subsequent phase
coarsening are various average interparticle spacings within the cluster network and between the cluster and isolated particles.
Let us consider that the particle network contains a 3× 3 array of particles, where λ1 defines the minimum distance between
the network and isolated particles, and λ2 denotes the average distance between the particles within the network. The long-time
morphological evolution of such particle systems with λ1/λ2 = 3 is simulated in a critical blend (Fig. 11a). The picture that
emerges from these simulations is qualitatively similar to that of a blend without particle clusters. At early to intermediate times,
several concentric rings of α and β not only develop around the γ particle and cluster, but they may also enclose the entire
γ region (cluster + particle). The number of rings that form around γ particles in the presence of the γ cluster increases with
increasing λ1/λ2, as shown in Fig. 12. At later times, these rings undergo coarsening as phase inversion leads the innermost α
ring in the target pattern to disappear, bringing the surrounding β ring to the γ surface. These rings of α and β around the γ
region survive for extended times. In bulk, the spinodal pattern resembles that of single-particle simulations (Fig. 2c), noting
that, no bulk β or α exists in multi-particle high-λ systems (Figs. 4d, 6d).
Although there are many similarities, we speculate that the stability of the target pattern is more pronounced in cluster-particle
systems compared to multi-particle systems. In cluster-particle systems, the target pattern around γ remains stable for extended
timescales as the coarsening process is significantly delayed. In contrast to multi-particle systems, where only the innermost
β ring survives around γ , the target pattern having both the α and β rings survive for extended periods (before breaking off
the outermost β ring) in these systems. Such enhanced stability of the target rings in cluster-particle systems depends on
several factors. The composition waves emanating from both the cluster and isolated particles meet at a certain distance from
their respective sources. The average cluster-particle distance dictates whether these waves will represent a constructive or
destructive interference, leading to improved or reduced stability of the resultant target pattern. Such a critical distance depends
on the material properties and process conditions, in particular, the spinodal wavelength and polarity between involved phases.
Since we already determined (in Sec. III B) the critical value of λ (≈ 3λsp) for which the target pattern around an isolated
particle in a critical blend becomes stable in the long-time limit, we set the baseline values for λ1 = 3λsp and λ2 = λsp, yielding
λ1/λ2 = 3. We note that as long as λ2 ≤ λsp, the finite multi-particle cluster in Fig. 11 behaves like a single-particle (Fig. 2a)
about which the target pattern develops, adopting the symmetry of the cluster. Although not shown here, when λ2 > λsp, the
target pattern not only develops around the cluster but also surrounds each particle within the cluster at early times. We refer to
these target patterns outside of the cluster and particle as “cluster target” and “particle target,” respectively. Depending on λ2,
blend composition, and time, the confined region inside the cluster target undergoes a phase life cycle process similar to that of
multi-particle configurations simulated in Figs. 4–9 (Sec. III B). Specifically, in these high-λ2 systems, the particles within the
cluster behave like an isolated particle around which the target pattern develops in which the number of rings primarily depends
on λ2 ( f (λsp)), blend composition, interaction energy (χi j), and time. Here we focus on cluster systems with λ2 < 3λsp for
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which the formation of particle target inside the cluster tends to be suppressed, and thus the interference of the composition rings
emanating from the cluster and an isolated particle can be realized into preferred and non-preferred regions of the bulk phases.
(a) A50B50 (b) A40B60 (c) A60B40
FIG. 11. SDSD microstructures are simulated in (a) critical blend and (b, c) off-critical blends using cluster-particle substrates with various
values of cluster-particle distance λ1/λ2. The value of λ1/λ2 = 3 in (a) and λ1/λ2 = 5 in (b, c). The snapshots correspond to the dimensionless
time t = 3000. The α , β , and γ phases are illustrated by white, light gray, and dark gray, respectively.
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FIG. 12. The average number of rings in the target pattern around cluster increases with the increasing value of interparticle distance ratios
(λ1/λ2) in cluster-particle systems. Besides λ1/λ2, the number of rings in these systems depends on quench depth, interaction strength between
particle and component phases, and time. For a definition of λ1 and λ2, please refer to the text.
The target pattern around off-critical particle clusters is significantly different. At early to intermediate times in A40B60 blend,
concentric α and β rings form around both the cluster and isolated particles (Fig. 11b). However, unlike the target pattern in
a critical blend, both the rings of α and β survive in this blend morphology with the preferred phase α forming the outermost
ring. In the background, as expected, the non-preferred majority β forms the continuous phase in which the minority α remains
as thin isolated islands.
In A60B40 cluster-particle systems, the majority as well as the preferred phase α forms the continuous background while the
minority β forms as several rings of droplets around γ . The size of these droplets is comparable to the size of the particle, and
gets bigger with time due to coarsening and with increasing distance from γ .
D. Coarsening Kinetics
Domain growth in SDSD microstructures is characterized using a structure function (Si in Eq. (9)), the first moment (k1) of
which represents the average size (R1) of α or β domains:
R1(t) =
1
k1(t)
=
∑Si(k, t)
∑kSi(k, t)
. (12)
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Figure 13 summarizes the coarsening kinetics in simulated SDSD patterns. Critical blends with symmetric or asymmetric
particle distributions begin coarsening at a very early time (Fig. 13a). And, as expected, the size of the bulk domains increases
with increasing λ . At later times, these patterns become steady as the domain growth slows down and pins to a finite size due
to the high particle fraction. On average, the domain size remains invariant of particle distribution with a constant size ratio of
the bulk domains. This is illustrated in Fig. 13b in which the average domain size follows Rα1 : R
β
1 = 2 : 1, which corresponds to
the SDSD morphology in Fig. 4d. Although not shown here, a similar trend in domain size ratios can be established for all other
systems described in this work.
The coarsening kinetics and the average domain size are significantly different in cluster-particle systems (Fig. 13c). Coars-
ening of bulk domains is delayed considerably in such systems. Unlike the multi-particle systems, where steady patterns form,
dynamical coarsening of the bulk domains dominate in cluster-particle systems, exhibiting a power-law growth behavior [76, 77].
Finally, the average size of the domains becomes comparable in all systems after extended times. We do not present the coars-
ening kinetics of the off-critical systems since the established trends are similar to that of the critical blend presented here.
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FIG. 13. Average domain size R1(t) is plotted as a function of time t in a double-logarithmic plot. (a) The time evolution of α domains is
estimated from the SDSD microstructures (in Fig. 4) in a symmetric multi-particle blend with varying values of λ . (b) The size of preferred α
and non-preferred β domains is compared using SDSD microstructures with symmetric and asymmetric multi-particle critical blends (compar-
ison of domains in Fig. 4d and Fig. 5d). (c) Domain size and coarsening rate of α are compared among single-particle (Fig. 3), multi-particle
(Fig. 4d), and cluster-particle (Fig. 11a) critical blends.
IV. DISCUSSION
We discuss our results highlighting the following observations during SDSD:
• Effect of particle substrate: The presence of a particle template affects the target and bulk patterns greatly during phase
separation. When the particles at high loadings were distributed randomly in Ref. [40], the resultant target pattern was
transient, breaking into bicontinuous or isolated domains at later times. In contrast, when the particle arrangements are
periodic, as in the present case, either the target of (non-preferred) β remains around each particle in a continuous α
(Figs. 4d, 5d) or the target of (preferred) α remains around each particle in a continuous β (Figs. 6c, 6d). Also, the
coarsening kinetics and average size of the domains are different in above particle systems.
• Effect of preferential wetting: In our work, particles have a strong preference for A. This is why at early times, A-rich
α rings form first around particles surrounded by the non-preferred β layers, thus forming the typical target pattern.
However, over time, the coarsening and phase inversion processes break the α ring in the target pattern, bringing β to
the particle surface. In off-critical blends with minority A (i.e., A40B60), the preferred phase α survives in the target
pattern (Figs. 6c, 6d). The reinforcement of such a selective target phase around particles can be tailored to yield targeted
properties in applications similar to those in block copolymer films [3–7].
• Stability of target pattern: The target pattern stabilizes for characteristic values of length, time, composition, and layer
thickness measures. A linear stability analysis yields the critical length λsp and time tsp scales for which A:B phase
separates [45]. We find that the target pattern begins to form around t/τsp ≈ 1 and develops until the onset of coarsening,
leading to inversion of the phase sequence in the target pattern. In the long-time limit, within the target pattern, the non-
preferred β survives in a critical blend and the preferred α survives in an off-critical blend often beyond λ/λsp ≥ 3 and
t/τsp ≥ 50 limits with critical composition csp and critical layer thickness δ at the particle surface.
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• Effect of particle clusters: The target pattern forms not only around isolated γ particles, but also around clusters of these
particles. Two length scales, the interparticle distance in the cluster and cluster-particle distance, interact with the spinodal
length scale in bulk, guiding SDSD in such systems. Qualitatively at least, we find that by controlling the cluster-particle
distance, the number of rings around particles can be controlled and the stability of these rings can be improved. The
coarsening rate and average domain size in these systems are smaller compared to those of multi-particle systems.
• Effect of mixture composition: Multi-particle blends often phase separate to either continuous α with a stable β target
around each particle (Fig. 4d) or continuous β with a stable α target around each particle (Fig. 6d). In cluster-particle
A40B60 blends, continuous β with two rings of α and β survive around γ , with α and β forming the outer and inner rings,
respectively (Fig. 11b). These α rings are thinner compared to that of β due to the smaller volume fraction of α . In
A60B40 blends, the target pattern does not form. Instead, concentric rings of non-preferred β droplets form around γ . In
cluster-particle systems, the distribution of these droplets (λβ ) is guided by the interparticle spacing (λ2) in the cluster,
and its size increases with increasing distance (λ1) from the cluster (Fig. 11c).
• Effect of interparticle spacing: With the varying values of λ , SDSD leads to droplet, continuous, transition, and lamellar
microdomains. The formation of such domains is controlled by particle configuration and selective preference between the
particle and bulk phases. While these domains saturate to a finite size in multi-particle systems, particle clusters exhibit
dynamical coarsening at late times (Fig. 13).
• Effect of particle loading: In our simulations, particle loading reaches as high as 20 % as we vary λ . Particles at a
high loading (i.e., low-λ ) can be used to reinforce one phase while the other phase remains dispersed. In dilute blends
(i.e., high-λ systems), particles are surrounded by a selective phase in the target pattern, depending on the interfacial
energy between the particle and bulk phases, while the other phase remains continuous (Figs. 4d, 6d). In this context, the
effect of constant particle loading on pattern stability by varying particle size and thus interfacial extent is currently under
investigation. While the continuous phase controls mechanical robustness and overall transport properties of the material
for applications, the target phase around particles can be tuned to impart desired properties. For instance, the thermal
or electrical conductivity of the target phase can be modified using metal particles around which the target morphology
forms [41].
• Effect of phase inversion: Assuming volume diffusion and obeying the Gibbs-Thomson effect [65, 69], the rate of coars-
ening of the particle is proportional to σi j/R2 [65, 69]. Target pattern, having the symmetry of the particle, a change in
particle radius will have a similar effect on the size and, hence, the radius of curvature of the associated target rings. This
may delay the onset of the phase inversion process in the target pattern. However, on average, the net effect of altering the
particle size on phase inversion among the target rings remains similar.
Similar to R, the spinodal structures can be designed by altering σi j (Table I), which controls the magnitude of effective
interaction between particle and matrix phases. In particular, the onset (or, time scale) of wetting-induced phase separation
around particles as well as later in the bulk and the rate and duration of phase coarsening are likely to be affected. Work
in these directions is currently in progress.
• Effect of “quenched disorder”: Quenched disorder [78–81] can greatly alter phase transition behavior in ordering systems
such as materials undergoing crystallization and block copolymer ordering, and a sensitivity to disorder can also be
expected in phase-separating materials even though we are dealing with the case of a conserved order parameter defined
in terms of material composition. Disorder sites often trap the coarsening of domains during ordering at late times in
these systems, and domain growth proceeds via thermal activation over disorder barriers primarily as a function of quench
temperature and disorder strength [80, 81]. The domain growth shows a crossover from a power-law to either logarithmic
(if thermal fluctuations are present) or freezing (if there are no thermal fluctuations). Our study of phase separation with
heterogeneity is somewhat reminiscent of latter situation since our simulations involve thermal quenches far away from
critical points or spinodal lines, where the driving force for phase separation is much stronger than the effect of thermal
fluctuations [62]. Also, similarities may arise, at least in early times, when domain sizes are small and remain unaffected
by any disorder in the system, before regular multi-particle arrays arrest domain growth in intermediate to late times in
our phase-field simulations.
Previous work has focused on the influence of quenched disorder on block copolymer ordering, providing an interesting
contrast to our own study of phase-separating fluid mixtures in the presence of particles. The influence of quenched
disorder in block copolymer materials in the presence of particle non-uniformities has been reviewed and investigated
experimentally [78]. In particular, some measurements indicate that adding a relatively small concentration of fullerene
nanoparticles into polystyrene-polyisoprene block copolymer materials that order as a fluctuation-induced first-order phase
transition without the nanoparticles, causes the phase transition to be destroyed, yielding a kind of “glass” where the
dynamics of ordering is completely structurally arrested. The general tendency of fullerenes to cluster in the material,
creating quenched disorder, is apparently crucial in achieving such disruption of order-disorder transition, as other authors
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have shown that nanoparticles that do not associate, and which segregate to regions rich in the composition of one or the
other polymers in block copolymers, lead to a shift of the order-disorder transition temperature and somewhat modifies the
geometry of the ordered domains (e.g., domain spacing). Phase-field simulations of block copolymer ordering inherently
do not treat the fluctuations in this type of system correctly which, in this case, drive the phase transition from being
second-order to weakly first-order. Studies of how fluctuations affect ordering in this type of system will apparently
require full molecular dynamics simulation of block copolymers in the presence of particle, particle array, and particle
cluster impurities. This topic is extremely interesting to us, but far beyond the scope of the present study.
Our results suggest that adjusting the matrix composition, selective wetting, and interparticle spacing in patterned multi-
particle and cluster-particle substrates, SDSD morphologies can be effectively designed and controlled. Recalling that we have
neglected hydrodynamic interactions that are known to play a significant role in the very late stages of the phase separation,
but we expect the effect of these interactions on target pattern formation to be very limited in the early to intermediate stages
of phase separation [36, 58]. However, hydrodynamic interactions can be incorporated in our scheme by coupling our phase-
field simulations with lattice Boltzmann simulations to address long-time stability of the phase separation structures induced
by particles. This method also allows us to incorporate processing related effects encountered in real applications such as fluid
flow [28, 82–84]. Three-dimensional simulations of the above particle systems will address intricate percolated patterns guided
by preferential wetting and geometrical confinement [85]. New SDSD morphologies should also arise by varying the size and,
in particular, the mobility of the particles. The spinodal length scale (λsp) can be tuned in experiments by varying the quench
depth into the two-phase region of the phase diagram. The greater the quench depth (or χi j), smaller the λsp. Elastic interactions
can also affect the compositional history and coarsening kinetics of SDSD microstructure phases that can be simulated, for
example, using microelastic classes of phase-field models [64, 86–88]. The mechanical behavior of the resulting patterns can
be estimated using a finite element [89] or finite volume [90] based analysis of the representative microdomains. In future work
we will elaborate further the effect of changing the above parameters. Our model and approach are first approximations toward
treating spinodal decomposition guided by topographic templates for obtaining controlled morphologies during the fabrication
of complex “solid-like” mesoscale structures [91, 92].
V. SUMMARY
We have used a ternary phase-field model in two dimensions to simulate the spinodal decomposition of a binary mixture
templated by multi-particle and particle-cluster systems. We modeled the average phase separation behavior of critical and off-
critical blends for varying interparticle spacing (λ ) with particles having a selective preference for one of the components. With
a symmetrically periodic distribution of particles in a critical blend in the low-λ limit, phase separation resulted in droplets of
the non-preferred phase in the continuous preferred phase. In contrast, asymmetrically periodic distribution of particles resulted
in lamellar microdomains; in these systems, the preferred phase tends to form an interconnected structure so that the particles
are essentially bridged by it. The morphological evolution in the high-λ limit in the above multi-particle systems was equivalent:
at early to intermediate times, the target pattern having alternate rings of preferred and non-preferred phases develops around
particles. These phases undergo coarsening and phase inversion at later times, bringing a selective target of either the non-
preferred phase (in the continuous preferred phase in a critical blend) or the preferred phase (in the continuous non-preferred
phase in an off-critical blend) around particles. The stability limits of the target pattern were determined using characteristic
spacing, time, and composition scale measures that can potentially be used to design a spinodal structure. All multi-particle
simulations reached steady-state with domain sizes saturated to a finite size, the value of which increased with increasing λ .
When spinodal decomposition was simulated with cluster-particle configurations, the stability of the resultant target pattern
was enhanced, meaning that more rings of both the preferred and non-preferred phases survived for extended timescales. The
mixture composition played a significant role in these morphologies. When the preferred phase was minor in the blend, more
rings survived around the particles. In contrast, when the preferred phase was major, no target pattern developed as the concentric
rings of minority droplets reigned around particles. Overall, our phase-field simulations of target morphologies for varying
mixture composition and particle fraction address the average dynamical interplay among spinodal decomposition, interparticle
spacing, preferential wetting, and coarsening in particle-filled blends often encountered in applications. One important particle
configuration that we have not treated in our study is the situation where the particles have aggregated into fractal aggregates
where the particles are directly touching and exhibit a hierarchical structure. Preliminary calculations [43] indicate that the
fractal particle cluster “wets” itself with the preferred phase to create very complex phase separation morphologies exhibiting
constructive and destructive interference between the composition waves about the particles in these structures. We plan to
study this problem, which often arises from a general tendency for particles to form non-equilibrium aggregates, in a separate
publication.
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Appendix A: Ternary Phase-Field Formulation
The kinetics of spinodal decomposition in mixtures are described by the continuity equation,
∂ci
∂ t
=−∇ · J¯i, (A1)
where c is composition, t is time, ∇ is the gradient operator, ∇· is the divergence operator, and J¯i is the net mass flux of
component i = A, B, C. The diffusion flux of each component, Ji, relates to chemical potential, µi, by [45]
Ji =−Mi∇µi, (A2)
where Mi is the Onsager mobility coefficient of i and is always positive. In formulating the nonlinear diffusion equation for
polymer mixtures, we used the approach by Kramer et al. [93], following Refs. [48, 50, 62], which proposed there is a net
vacancy flux operating during the lattice diffusion processes with the constraint of local thermal equilibrium of vacancies. Thus
J¯i becomes the sum of the diffusion flux of i plus i transported by the vacancy flux JV ,
J¯i = Ji+ ciJV , (A3)
where the conservation of available lattice sites is denoted by
JV =−(JA+JB+JC). (A4)
Substituting Eq. (A4) into Eq. (A3) yields
J¯i = Ji− ci ∑
i=A,B,C
Ji. (A5)
Using cA+ cB+ cC = 1 (Eq. (1)), Eq. (A5) becomes
J¯A+ J¯B+ J¯C = 0. (A6)
Combining Eqs. (A2) and (A5), J¯i can be written as,
J¯A =−(1− cA)MA∇µA+ cAMB∇µB+ cAMC∇µC,
J¯B =−(1− cB)MB∇µB+ cBMA∇µA+ cBMC∇µC, and
J¯C =−(1− cC)MC∇µC + cCMA∇µA+ cCMB∇µB. (A7)
Due to the constraints in Eqs. (1) and (A6), we only need two solutions, say, cA and cB. Applying the Gibbs-Duhem equation
locally [48, 62],
cA∇µA+ cB∇µB+ cC∇µC = 0, (A8)
and rearranging Eq. (A8) with Eq. (1) yield
∇µC =−cA∇µe f fA − cB∇µe f fB ,
∇µA = (1− cA)∇µe f fA − cB∇µe f fB , and
∇µB = (1− cB)∇µe f fB − cA∇µe f fA , (A9)
where ∇µe f fA = ∇µA−∇µC and ∇µe f fB = ∇µB−∇µC. Substituting Eq. (A8) into Eq. (A7) yields,
J¯A =−
[
(1− cA)2 MA+ c2A (MB+MC)
]
∇µe f fA +[cBMA (1− cA)+ cAMB (1− cB)− cAcBMC]∇µe f fB (A10)
and
J¯B =−
[
(1− cB)2 MB+ c2B (MA+MC)
]
∇µe f fB +[cAMB (1− cB)+ cBMA (1− cA)− cAcBMC]∇µe f fA . (A11)
We define the effective mobilities as,
MAA = (1− cA)2 MA+ c2A (MB+MC) ,
MBB = (1− cB)2 MB+ c2B (MA+MC) , and
MAB = MBA = (1− cA)cBMA+ cA (1− cB)MB− cAcBMC. (A12)
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Following Eq. (A12), Eqs. (A10) and (A11) can be written compactly as
J¯A =−MAA∇µe f fA +MAB∇µe f fB and
J¯B =−MBB∇µe f fB +MAB∇µe f fA . (A13)
We compute µe f fi in Eq. (A13) using the variational derivative [66, 67] ofF (Eq. (2)),
µe f fi =
δF
δci
, i = A,B, (A14)
where
δF
δci
=
∂F
∂ci
−∇ · ∂F
∂∇ci
. (A15)
We obtain the following expressions of µe f fi (bulk free energy density f is defined in Eq. (3)),
µe f fA =
∂ f
∂cA
−2(κA+κC)∇2cA−2κC∇2cB and
µe f fB =
∂ f
∂cB
−2(κB+κC)∇2cB−2κC∇2cA, (A16)
where
∂ f
∂cA
= lncA− lncC +(χAB−χBC)cB+χAC (cC− cA) and
∂ f
∂cB
= lncB− lncC +(χAB−χAC)cA+χBC (cC− cB) . (A17)
Substituting Eqs. (A13)–(A17) into Eq. (A1) leads to the equations of motion given by Eqs. (7) and (8) (Sec. II A).
In our ternary phase-field model, two constraints need to be satisfied, Eqs. (1) and (A6). Therefore, in this work, even though
we set MC = 0 (Eq. (A12)) that renders JC = 0 (Eq. (A2)) to render the C-rich particles immobile, the net mass flux of C due to
the exchange of A and B atoms with vacancies is still present and contribute to J¯C (Eq. (A5)). Mathematically speaking, JC can
be redundant, but not J¯C, and hence the cC-field is not frozen (at least in the matrix) in our simulations. Thus, we need to solve
for two independent nonlinear diffusion equations for cA (Eq. (7)) and cB (Eq. (8)) in our phase-field simulations. Also note, to
define the effective mobilities in Eq. (A12), both cA and cB are necessary.
Appendix B: Ternary Phase Equilibria
In this work, A–rich α , B–rich β , and C–rich γ phases constitute our ternary system. During ternary phase equilibrium [94,
95], chemical potential of the components (i) in the coexisting phases ( j) becomes equal,
µαi = µ
β
i = µ
γ
i , i = A,B,C. (B1)
Following Refs. [94, 95], µi can be approximated by ( f defined in Eq. (3)),
µA = f − cB ∂ f∂cB − cC
∂ f
∂cC
,
µB = f +(1− cB) ∂ f∂cB − cC
∂ f
∂cC
, and
µC = f − cB ∂ f∂cB +(1− cC)
∂ f
∂cC
. (B2)
Thus, for example, µαA and µ
β
A can be written as,
µαA = f
α − cαB
∂ f α
∂cαB
− cαC
∂ f α
∂cαC
and
µβA = f
β − cβB
∂ f β
∂cβB
− cβC
∂ f β
∂cβC
. (B3)
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Note that six distinct relationships are given by Eq. (B1). For instance, substituting Eq. (B3) in µαA = µ
β
A yields,
lncαA − lncβA +
(
cαB c
α
C − cβBcβC
)
(χAB−χBC +χAC)+
(
cαB
2− cβB
2
)
χAB+
(
cαC
2− cβC
2
)
χAC = 0. (B4)
Although not given here, all other equations in Eq. (B1) can be derived [63] similarly following: µαA = µ
γ
A, µ
α
B = µ
β
B , µ
α
B = µ
γ
B,
µαC = µ
β
C , and µ
α
C = µ
γ
C. These nonlinear equations are then numerically solved with respect to the following constraints,
c jA+ c
j
B+ c
j
C = 1, j = α,β ,γ, (B5)
to determine the (isothermal) ternary phase equilibrium compositions (cαi , c
β
i , c
γ
i ) as a function of χAB, χBC, and χAC (Sec. II B).
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